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About the University of Westminster

4 campuses centrally located 
in and around the London area

Over 19,000 students from 169 
countries

866 academic staff (with just 
over half engaged in research) 
and 800 support staff 

World leading research in Art and Design and Media and 
Communications; Internationally excellent research in English, 
Architecture and the Built Environment and Allied Health; 
Excellence in Psychology and Neuroscience, Politics, Area Studies 
and Law (Research Excellence Framework, 2014)



One repository with a focus on practice-based 
(arts) research

High-performing research areas in creative arts and architecture were not 
engaged with the repository 

The right people in place – researchers, Scholarly Comms team, Haplo 
developer

Flexible repository technology – able to build non-text specific templates 
while retaining text-based templates

Aim: to capture, make discoverable and to archive all research (including 
these outputs)

Practice-based (arts) research encompasses a range of disciplines, 
from fine and performing arts, to architecture and design



Practice-based arts researchers and their research

Authors see themselves as creators and value the role of collaborators

Vocabulary is so important 

Publisher/publication date

Often a collection connecting together the creative work/output/s and the 
research process (including documentation) 

Dynamic rather than static outputs

There are barriers to ‘open’ – copyright, Intellectual property rights

How do they make their research fit? Or actually – it isn’t for me. Or even 
worse – you are not interested in my research because it doesn’t fit into 
your system!

Repositories, funder mandates and standards (understandably) 
focus on text-based outputs



Our approach to capturing this research

Involve our research community from the beginning

Understand their motivation

Open Access looks different to them

Work in collaboration
Be informed by previous work: Kultur, Kultivate, Defiant Objects, KAPTUR

Evans, J., Watts, N. and Renner, T. 2019. Building a single repository to meet all use cases: a collaboration between institution, 
researchers and supplier [Poster]. Exhibited at: Open Repositories Conference. Hamburg, Germany 10 - 13 Jun 2019 [Available online: 
https://westminsterresearch.westminster.ac.uk/item/qv8xz/building-a-single-repository-to-meet-all-use-cases-a-collaboration-between-
institution-researchers-and-supplier]



How we updated our templates
“We want to be able to select non-text outputs”



Non-text outputs
Exhibition output type



Portfolios
Collect individual outputs together



Portfolio and individual outputs in the public view



We’ve come up with three templates
Item, Exhibition (event), Portfolio (collection)



Capturing outputs ✅
Making them discoverable / interoperable?



Benefits of standards working more effectively 
for this community?

Equality
saving these researchers time, making this research more 
discoverable, enabling them to benefit from the interoperability that 
text-based outputs get from standards

Value
recognising the value of this research – giving them usable options

Statistics
- Enabling the capture of useful data / tracking reach
- Institutional outputs KPIs very ‘text-focused’

- From individual researcher perspective – the visibility of reach

Making it easier for researchers to ‘take their research with them’ when 
they move institutions



Practice Advisory Group UK

PRAG-UK is a body established by members of the HE arts research 
community to increase the visibility and accessibility of UK Practice 
Research and its impact, and to make this research more searchable 
internationally.

“Framework to underpin the development of an archival infrastructure 
for a ‘Web of Arts’, as a complement to the Web of Science”

“PRAG’s long term aim is to ensure that bodies of Practice Research are 
visible and searchable”

From: https://prag-uk.org

PRAG-UK

https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprag-uk.org%2F&data=02%7C01%7CN.Siminson%40gsa.ac.uk%7C67456a89ab5f4dbccd1e08d7d26b56b1%7C67f9795821514513bd2170cde632768b%7C0%7C0%7C637209230782637500&sdata=UAacj6aLj8wIcLsHJBAu3idjyCKFQnjZ5c%2BOV9a4cuA%3D&reserved=0
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